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PRESS RELEASE
ANTALIS enters into partnership with IPDG for the distribution of ZUND digital cutters in
Baltic countries and Finland. The new distribution setup combines the expertise of IPDG in
ZUND equipment and ANTALIS market coverage and infrastructure. This makes a very
valuable and logical fit, especially due to ANTALIS focus on Print, Visual Com and
Packaging markets. The partnership is in force already and the customers can approach
both Companies in case of the interest on ZUND cutters.

“We are very happy to launch the partnership which is clearly win-win solution for our
customers and the suppliers. This agreement illustrates as well our ambition for developing
very strong product portfolio not only on the media, but also equipment side. Antalis
equipment offer in Baltic countries and Finland will keep growing very rapidly, so we are
able to offer solutions to meet the majority of our customers’ needs. And our highly
professional equipment experts in the region will be happy to help with the advices on the
best solutions and the technical support”.,- Egidijus Ramanauskas, Visual Com development
director, Antalis Baltic countries and Finland.

“Whether digitally printed POP displays made of cardboard, fabric banners, or acrylic
signage – Zünd digital cutting technology can handle these materials and many more, along
with a multitude of processing methods. The partnership with ANTALIS teams will
strengthen the knowhow and possibilities of offering a complete product range from print
to cut.”,- Claes Fagerblom, CEO of IPDG.
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Antalis is the leader in B2B distribution of Papers (number 1 worldwide outside the United States) and
industrial Packaging, and number two in the distribution of Visual Communication media in Europe. In 2017,
the Group reported sales of €2.4 billion and employed 5,500 people serving approximately 140,000
customers, companies and printers in 41 countries. Through its 123 distribution centres, Antalis makes
around 13,500 deliveries per day worldwide and it distributed 1.5 million tons of paper in 2017

